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A NOTE ON IRREDUCIBILITY AND 
WEAK COVERING PROPERTIES 
J. D. Mashburn 
I.	 Introduction 
A space X is irreducible if every open cover of X has 
a minimal open refinement. Interest in irreducibility began 
when Arens and Dugendji [1] used this property to show that 
metacompact countably compact spaces are compact. It was 
natural, then, to find out what other types of spaces would 
be irreducible and therefore compact in the presence of 
countable compactness or Lindelof in the presence of 
~l-compactness. So the covering properties considered were 
weakened. A space X is 6-refinable if for every open cover 
of X there is a sequence {§n: nEw} of open refinements 
such that every element of X has finite order in at least 
one ~n. X is weakly 8-refinable if every open cover of X 
has an open refinement § = u~ such that every element of 
n 
X has finite order in at least one §n. If, besides this, 
the collection {~*: nEw}, where ~* represents the unionn	 jn 
of all elements of ~ , is point finite, then X is weakly
n 
e -'refinable. Wicke and Worrel [16] stated and J. R. Boone 
[4] later proved that 6-refinable spaces are irreducible. 
Then J. R. Boone [5] and J. C. Smith [14] showed that weakly 
e-refinable spaces are irreducible. There are several 
examples of weakly 6-refinable spaces that are not irreduci­
ble. See example 2.2 of Davis and Smith [9], van Douwen 
and Wicke [11], and deCaux [10] for three such spaces. 
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But the method of proof used for spaces with point-
finite properties cannot be used for spaces with point-
countable properties. To circumvent this difficulty, J. R. 
Boone [6] introduced the concept of irreducible of order q. 
A space X is irreducible of order ex. if, for every open cover 
tJ of X, there is an open refinement V = UaEAV of tJ and aa 
family of discrete closed collections {J : a E A} where 
a 
IAI < ex. such that: 
1) for each T E J , V {V E V : T c V} ~ ~ anda T a
 
I VTI < ex.
 
2) {V: V € V T E J , a € A} covers X
T , a 
He also showed in the same paper that 88-refinable spaces 
are irreducible of order ~l. A space is o8-refinable if for 
every open cover of X there is a sequence {~n: nEw} of 
open refinements such that every element of X has countable 
order in at least one §n. X is weakly <5'8-refinable if 
every open cover of X has an open refinement § = Un€w§n 
such that each element of X has countable order in at least 
one ~ , and {~*: n € w} is point-finite. The covers 
n n 
specified above are called oS-covers and weak 6"'e-covers. 
In [7] J. R. Boone states that weakly 68-refinable spaces 
are irreducible of order ~l. 
It is shown in this paper that TI oS-refinable spaces 
and T weakly 88-refinablespaces are irreducible. Since1 
examples of Lindelof spaces that are neither Tl nor irre­
ducible can be easily constructed, it is clear that the 
spaces must be TI . 
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II. 6S-Refinable Spaces 
In order to show that a given open cover U of a space 
X is minimal, we must show that every element of the open 
cover contains a closed set which does not intersect any 
other element of the open cover (see J. R. Boone [5]). 
In fact, points will work just as well for us as closed 
sets. The collection of these closed sets, or points, is 
then discrete in X. 
To motivate the proofs and point out some of the dif­
ficulties, let us consider a couple of naive approaches to 
the problem. We must try to construct a discrete set D 
and for each d E D pick an element V(d) of the open cover 
Ucontaining d. Hopefully at the end of the construction 
{V(d): d € O} will cover the space .• Then, if some elements 
of D are in more than one element of {V(d): d EO}, we can 
get rid of the overlap by sUbtracting elements of D. 
There are two methods that quickly present themselves 
to accomplish such a construction. If a discrete set D' 
has been defined then, in order to pick the next point, we 
can either choose some point outside udEo,st(d,U) or we can 
try to make sure that every element of Ucontaining a point 
of 0' that is not already a subset of UdED,V(d) has some 
point chosen from it. Both of these methods lead to diffi­
culties. With the first method, we obtain a discrete 0, 
but the set {V(d)~ d E D} may not cover X. In fact, every 
subcover of lj may have elements that do not contain any 
elements of o. On the other hand, after picking an infinite 
number of points by the second method, we might not have 
a discrete set. 
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What is needed is a blending of these two methods. 
For a given d E D we must pick some points outside st(d,~ 
to insure discreteness, and at the same time we must con­
tinually return to the elements of U containing d to guaran­
tee a cover of X in the end. To do this we will line _up 
{U E U: d E U} in such a way that we will always have room 
to put new open sets between the elements of {U E U: d E U}. 
We will use enmeshed sequences to ennumerate each successive 
set. Let II be the odd positive integers. Of course, we 
have an infinite number of positive integers left over to 
use an indices of our next collection of open sets. Let 
I 2 = {2(2k-l): k E w}. This gives us every other even posi­
tive integer, so we still have infinite number of possible 
indices left. In general, let In {2n- l (2k-l): k E w}. 
One more piece of terminology, borrowed from Aull [2], 
needs to be mentioned before we .begin. We will sa.ythat a 
subset D of X distinguishes a collection Uof subsets of 
X if every element of U contains exactly one element of 
D and every element of D is in exactly one element of U. 
Lemma 1. Let U be an open cover of a Tl space X and 
let C c {x E X: ord (x, U) < ~O} • Then for every y E C there
-
is a partial open refinement Wof U and a subset D of C 
such that y E D, D distinguishes W, D is discrete in X, 
and st(d,U) n C c uW for eve.ry d E D. 
Proof. Set dl = Y and Al {U E U: dl E U}. Let 
{A : i E II} be an ennumeration of AI. Set VI = Al and,j 
for bookkeeping purposes, set sl = m(l) = 1. 
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Assume that AI'··· ,An are subsets of 0 and that 
{A.: i E I. and i > s.} is an ennumeration of A . for 
1 ] - J J
j = 1,··· ,n. Further assume that VI'··· 'Vn have been 
chosen from uj=lA and that Vk = Am(k) for k = 1,··· ,n.j 
Finally, we assume that [(uj=lAjl n c] - uj=lVj ~~. We 
must select V +l and construct A +l · n n
Let m(n+l) = min{i: 1 ~ j < n, i E I. and A. n C ¢ ] J. 
u~=lVk}. This can be done since the set in question is not 
empty by assumption. Let j(n+l) < n such that m(n+l) € 
I j (n+l). Set V +l = Am(n+l) and pick dn +l E (Vn+l n C) ­n
n 
Uk=lVk ·
 
Let A = {U E il: d E U and U ~ u~=lAj}' We will
n+l n+l 
use I +l to ennumerate A +l , but to avoid backtracking let n n 
us start the ennumeration at a point past m(n+l). Let 
sn+l min{i E I + l : i > m(n+l)}. Ennumerate A +l asn n 
{Ai: i E I +l and i > sn+l}.n
Let WI ::: and, for every n > 1, let W = V ­VI n n 
{d : m < n}. Let {J/= {W : n E w} and D {d: n € wl.
m n n 
{J/ is an open partial refinement of 0, y E D, and D dis­
tinguishes {J/. 
Let U E 0 and d E U. Then U E A. for some j < m. 
m ] ­
Let U = Ai. Now {m(k): k E w} is strictly increasing, 
so we can define n+l = min{k E w: m(k) > i}. The notation 
n+l is used to better match the definition of m(n+l) above. 
Also, n + 1 > 2 since m(l) = 1. If n + 1 ~ j then 
m(n+l) < m(j) < s. < i, a contradiction. Thus j < n and 
- ] - ­
ni By the definition of m(n+l), A. n C c cE U~=lIk· J. Uk=lVk 
uW. This gives us two results. D is discrete because 
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every element of the open cOVer 0 contains at most a finite 
number of elements of 0, and st(d,U) ~ uW for every d E D. 
Lemma 2. Let lj be an open cover of a T1 space X and 
Let C c {x E X: ord(x,U) ~ ~o}. Then there is an open 
partiaL refinement W of U covering C and a subset D of C 
such that D distinguishes Wand ie discrete in X. 
Proof. Set W = {~}. Let a be an ordinal number ando 
assume that for every a < a, W is an open partial refine­
a 
ment of U. AsSume that C - U aW*. ~~. Pick y E C - U. <QW*.a<~ a a .~ a 
By Lemma 1, there is an open partial refinement We of 0 and 
a subset De of C - Ua<aW~ such that DS distinguishes WS' 
y E De' De is discrete in X, and st(d,U) n [C - Ua<8W~] C We 
for every d e: D. 
For some ordinal number 0 we must have C ~ u < W*. 
a. a a. 
Let W ~ u < Wand D = U < D. Clearly W is an open partial
a. a a. acr a 
refinement of U. 
We claim that every element of U intersects at most 
one Da.. Let U E U and let d e: u n OS. Then U nee Ua<BW~. 
So if S < 0 then unDo = ~, since Do c C - Ua<owg. It 
then follows that unDo = ~ for all 0 < 6, too. 
Now the proof of Lenuna 1 shows that for every U e: /J 
and every a < a, U n D is at most finite. Therefore every
a 
element of U contains at most a finite number of elements 
of D. So 0 is discrete. Also; since W is a partial
a. 
refinement of il, W~ n De ~ ~ if and only if a. = S. There­
fore D distinguishes W. 
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Theorem 3. Every Tl 66-pefinabZe space is irreducibZe. 
Proof· Let § = UnEwYn be a 66-cover of a T space x.l 
Set Wo = {~} and DO =~. Let nEw and assume that 
WO'··· ,W - l are open partial refinements of §. Let n 
en = {x € X: ord(X'§n) ~ NO} - U~:~W;. By Lemma 2 there is 
an open partial refinement W of ~ covering C and a sub­
n Yn n 
set D of en such that D distinguishes W and is discrete 
n n n 
in x. 
For every nEw let W,
n 
~ {W - U D: W E W}.
m<n m n 
Let 
W = UnEwW~ and let D = UnEwD . Then W is an open refine-n 
ment of §, D distinguishes W, and D is discrete in X. 
The next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 3. 
Theorem (Au!1 [2]). Every ~l-compact T 66-refinabZel 
space is LindeZof. 
In [5] J. R. Boone proves that every Nl-compact t 3 
irreducible space'has the star-finite property. A space X 
has the star-finite property if every open cover of X has 
a star-finite open refinement. 
CoroZZary 4. Every ~l-aompact T3 66-refinabZe space 
has the star-finite property. 
A space X is [a,~)-compact if every open cover of X 
has a subcover of cardinality < a. In [6] J. R. Boone 
shows that if a is a regular cardinal then every Tl 
a-compact space that is irreducible of order a is 
[a,~)-compact. It follows that if a is a regular cardinal 
then every a-compact T1 8e-refinable space is [a,~)-compact. 
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Corollary 5 generalizes this result to any infinite 
cardinal. 
Corollary 5. Every a-compact T 88-refinable space isl 
[a,oo) -compact. 
III. Weakly 68-Refinable Spaces 
Lemma 6. Let X be a T l space and let ~ = UnEw~n be a 
weak 88-cover of X. Let H = {~~: nEw}. Let r E w, let 
Few such that IFI = r, and let U be an open subset of 
X such that {x E X: ord(x,H) < r} c U. Let C c (nnEF~~) ­
«(UnEw-F~~) U U). Then for every y E C there is an open 
partial refinement W of ~ and a subset D of C such that 
Y E D, D distinguishes W, D is discrete in X, and 
st(d'~n) n C c uW for any d E D and any n E F such that 
ord(d'~n) .:. ~o· 
Proof· Set,dl = y and Al = {G: d l E G, G E ~n' and 
ord(dl'~n) .:. ~O}· Let {Ai: i E II} be an ennumeration of 
AI. Set VI = Al and, for bookkeeping purposes, set 
sl = m(l) = 1. 
Assume that Al,···,A are subsets of ~ and that 
n 
{A.: i € I. and i > s.} is an ennumeration of A. for 
1 J J J 
j = l,···,n. Further assume that Vl'···'V have been 
n 
chosen from uj=lAj and that Vk = Am(k) where m(k) € Ij(k) 
for k = l,···,n. Finally, assume that [(uj=lAj) n C] ­
nUj=lV j ~~. We must select V +l and construct A +l .n n
Let m(n+l) = min{i: 1 _< j ~ n, i € I., and A. n c ¢
J 1 
nUk=lVk }. This can be done since the set in question is 
nonempty by assumption. Then m(n+l) is in one of Il,···,I . 
n 
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Say m(n+l) E Ij(n+l). Set V = Am(n+l) and pickn +l 
d E (V n C) - U~=IVk. Let A = {G: d E G, n+l n +l n+l n+l 
G E §k' ord(dn+1'§k) < ~O' and G ~ U;=lAj }. Let 
sn+l min{i E I n+l : i > m(n+l)}. Ennumerate An+l as 
{Ai: i E I +l and i > Sn+l}.n
Let WI = VI and, for every n > 1, let W = V ­
n n 
{dm: m < n}. Let W= {W : nEw} and D = {d : nEw}.
n n 
Clearly W is an open partial refinement of~, y E D, and 
D distinguishes W. 
Let d E D and m E F such that ord(d'~m) Let~ ~o· 
such that d E G. Then G E A. for some j E w. LetG E ~m ]
 
i E I. such that G A]. .. Now {m(k) : k E w} is strictly
J 
increasing, so we can define n + I = min{k: m(k) > i}. If 
n + I ~ j then m(n+l) ~ m(j) < Sj ~ i, a contradiction. 
Thus j < n. Then by the definition of m(n+l) , 
A. c c n n C c ]. n Uk=OVk c uW. Therefore st(d'~m) W· 
Finally, we must show that D is discrete. It will be 
useful to break D up into a finite number of parts. For 
every m E F let L {d E D: ord(d'~m) < ~O}· Note that m -
D \ve will show that G n L is finite for everyUmEFLm· m 
Let G E ~m assume that d E G n L As before,G E ~m· and m 
let G = A.]. and n = min{k: m(k) > i} . Then G n C 
.nA. ]. n C c Therefore G n D is finite and, in par-Uk=oVk · 
ticular, G n L is finite. 
m 
Now let x E X. Assume that x E nnEF~~. For every 
n E F let G E ~n such that x E G . Then nnEFGn is an n 
neighborhood of x that contains at most a finite number of 
elements of D. If x ~ nnEF~~ then either x E U or x E ~~ 
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for some nEw - F. So either U,or ~~ is a neighborhood of 
x that misses ° entirely. 
Lemma 7 .. Let X be a T space and Zet ~ :: be al UnEw~n 
weak IT-cover of X. Let II = {y~ : n E w} . Let r E w, Let 
Few such that I FI ::::: r, and Zet U be an open subset of 
X such that {x E X: ord (x, II) < r} c U. Let C == ­(nnEF~~) 
((UnEw-F~~)U). Then there is an open partiaL refinement 
W of ~ covering C and a subset D of C such that 0 distin­
guishes Wand is discrete in X. 
Proof· Let W = {~} and 0 =~. Assume that W is ano 0 a 
open partial refinement of ~ for all 0 < a, < S and that 
C - Ua<BW~ ~~. Let C = C - Ua<SW~ and pick y€ Cs. Bys 
Lemma 6 there is an open partial refinement Ws of ~ and a 
subset Os of CB such that y E OS' De distinguishes Wa' Os 
is discrete in X, and st(d'~n) n CB C UW for every d E OsS 
and n E F such that ord(d'~n) 2 ~O. 
For some ordinal number a we must have C c Ua<aW~. 
Before defining W, we must show that D = Ua<oD is discrete. 
a 
For each n E F, let L = {d E D: ord(d'~n) ~ HO}. Noticen 
that D UnEFL . We claim that for every n € F and G E G ,
n n 
G n L is finite. 
n 
Let G E G and assume that G n L :f ~. Let d E G n 
n n 
L 
n 
n DS• Now G n C c st (q'~n) n C c Ua5:...SW~. It follows 
that G n D ~ if a > S and G n L n D = ~ if ex < S. a n a 
Therefore G n L G n L n D ' and the proof of Lemma 6 
n n S 
shows that G n L n DB is finite. 
n 
Let x E X. Assume that x E nn€F§~. For each n E F 
let G E 5 such that x E G . Then nnEFGn is a neighborhood
n n n 
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of x and n n <I (nnEFGn) DI == 1 UnEF [ (nnEFGn) L ] I ~o·n 
If x ~ n ~* then either x E U or there is nEw - F suchn€F n 
that x E ~*. So either U of ~~ is a neighborhood of x that n 
misses D entirely. Therefore D is discrete. 
Now let W~ = {w - U 0: W E WQ } for every S < o. 
IJ ex<S ex IJ 
Set W= U WI. Then W is an open partial refinement of
ex<o ex 
~ covering C and 0 distinguishes W. 
Lemma 8. Let X be a Tl space and let ~ = U E ~ be a n w n 
weak 58-cover of X. Let r E w. Let H == {~~: nEw} and 
let U be an open subset of X such that {x E X: ord(x,H) 
< r} c U. Let C {x E X: ord(x,H) = r} - U. Then there 
is an open partial refinement Wof ~ covering C and a sub­
set 0 of C that distinguishes Wand is discrete in X. 
Proof· Let ] = {F c w: IFI r} and let {F : n E w}n 
be an ennumeration of ]. Set Wo {,9} and 0 0 = ~. 
Assume that WO,···,W are open partial refinements- l 
(n r. *) [ (U r. * ) U U U ( un-1,1/*) ] • 
n 
mEF Ym - m€w-F Ym m=Owm 
n n 
By Lemma 7 there is an open partial refinement W of 
n 
~ covering en and a subset D of C that distinguishes
n n 
Wand is discrete in X. 
n
 
For eve~y nEw let W~ = {W - Um<nDm: W E W }. Let
 
n 
W = UnEwW~ and 0 UnEwO . Then W is an open partialn 
refinement of ~ and D distinguishes W. To show that W 
covers C, let x E C, let F = {n E w: x E ~~}, and let 
m € w such that F = F . If x ~ Uk<mWk' then x E Cm' som
~ € W;. Thus Wcovers C. 
It remains to show that 0 is discrete. Let x E X. 
If x E U then U is a neighborhood of x that misses D 
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entirely. So we may assume that ord(x,H) ~ r and x ~ u. 
If ord(x,H) > r then F {n E w: x E ~*} has more than r 
n 
elements, so nnEF~~ is a neighborhood of x that misses D 
entirely. If ord(x,H) r then x E C, so x E uW. Let 
W E W such that x E W. Then W is a neighborhood of x 
that contains exactly one element of o. Thus 0 is discrete. 
Theorem 9. Every Tl weakly 88-refinable space is 
irreducible. 
Proof· Let ~ = U E ~ be a weak 88-cover of a Tln w n 
space X. Let H= {~~: nEw}. Set Wo = {~} and DO = ~. 
Assume that WO,···,W _ are open partial refinements 
n l 
of ~ and that {x E X: ord(x,H) < n} c un-lW*. Set 
J m=O m 
C {x E X: ord(x,H) = n} - un-lW*. By Lemma 8, there is 
n m=O m 
an open partial refinement W of ~ covering C and a subset 
n n 
D of C such that D distinguishes W and is discrete in 
n n n n 
X. 
For every n E w let W~ = {W - U D : W E W } . m<n m n 
W,Set W = u and D = u D . Then W is an open
nEw n nEw n 
refinement of ~ and D distinguishes w. Therefore D is 
discrete and W is minimal. 
Theorem 9 generalizes the result by J. C. Smith [14] 
that ~l-compact, countably compact, weakly 88-refinable 
spaces are metacompact and hence irreducible. 
Corollary 10. Every ~l-compact T weakly 88-refinable3 
space has the star-finite property. 
Corollary 11. Every a-compact T weakly 88-refinablel 
space is [a,oo)-compact. 
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In particular, every ~l-compact T weakly 88-refinablel
 
space is Lindelof (J. C. Smith [14]).
 
Theorem 9 also provides a partial answer to a question 
raised by J. C. Smith in [15] regarding the shrinkability 
of weakly 88-refinable spaces. He defines property S* to 
mean	 that every minimal open cover is shrinkable to a 
linearly closure-preserving closed collection. Then any 
T weakly 88-refinable (or o8-refinable) space thatl
 
satisfies property S* is shrinkable.
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